
Autodata shares common problems found

in modern cars.

Question: A customer of ours has a 2010

Audi Q5, and they are complaining of a

rattling noise from the engine bay while

driving. We have experienced the rattling noise

on road test but we are struggling to find the

cause when back in the workshop. Are you

aware of any common rattling noises on this

model?

Answer: We have had the same problem

reported to us before by owners of Q5 models

with air conditioning up to 11/15. The rattling

noise is due to insufficient clearance between

the AC pipe and engine coolant expansion

tank. Inspect the AC pipe for signs of contact

with the engine coolant expansion tank. Fit the

modified AC pipe, while ensure suitable

clearance between the AC pipe and engine

coolant expansion tank. Carry out road test to

confirm that the rattling noise has been

rectified. 
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MKW Bosch Diagnostic and Master

Technician Training Programmes

continue in November and December.

These popular courses take place at the

MKW Training Centre at the in Kingswood

Business Park, Dublin 22.

The dates and courses are:

• 2nd & 3rd Nov.  VSTD9 - Oscilloscope

Operation & Signal Test Methods -

Diagnostic Technician Programme

• 20th & 21st Nov - VSD12 - Diesel

Essentials - Diagnostic Technician

Programme

• 23rd & 24th Nov - VSD15 - Common

Rail Diesel Diagnosis Diagnostic -

Technician Programme

• 6th & 7th Dec - VSB10 - Body Control

Systems, CAN & Multiplex Networks -

Master Technician Programme

To book your place or to get
further information on the
programmes please email:
sineadmkwtraining@gmail.com.

You can also find further details
on autobiz.ie/training.

MKW Nov/Dec
training dates

Trico is

urging

garages to offer

a winter wiper

blade check as a

way to boost

safety and also

increase

business. TRICO

has compiled a

helpful ‘six-point

check’ that

garages can use

to easily assess

blade condition

and identify when a wiper blade needs

replacing.

1. Wipe check: Spray the glass, operate

the wipers and check there are no missed areas,

water smears, or multiple streaks. Blades that

leave streaks should be replaced immediately.

2. Lift blades from the screen: Care

should be taken as the wiper arms on many

modern cars will hit the underneath of the

bonnet and not lift. In these cases, switching the

ignition on, then off and then pressing the wiper

stalk down once will often move the blades up

into their service position, where they can then

be lifted up.

3. Blade edge check: Gently clean the

rubber blade edge with a damp cloth to remove

any residue. Check for any imperfections in the

rubber. Ensure that the rubber element returns

to a central position and is not flipped over and

‘set’ in one direction. 

4. Safe &
secure fitment:
Check the blade is

securely fixed to the

arm. The blade

should rotate freely,

parallel with the

wiper arm, to allow

it to flex over the

screen, but there

should be no

wobbling or

movement

perpendicular to the

arm. This movement

can be a sign of wear from the blades flipping

over and could eventually cause the blades to

come apart during use. If the blade shows

excessive movement, replace it immediately.

5. Screen clean: Ensure the windscreen is

thoroughly cleaned using warm water or

specialist glass cleaning fluid. Also check the

glass for any cracks or chips, these are a safety

hazard and can also damage the wiper blade

rubber.

6. Lower the blades: Lower the wiper

arms gently back on to the screen. If the wipers

have failed any of the checks, fit new blades as a

matter of urgency to ensure the clearest possible

view when driving.

TRICO has a complete selection of wipers

from short “multi clip” ranges giving 95%

vehicle coverage with just 14 parts, through to

speciality performance blades and wide ranges

of direct fit Original Equipment replacements.

The AC pipe may be contacting the engine
coolant expansion tank, at arrow

TRICO provides wiper blade check list
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